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ZETETIC SOCIETY HOLDS TRYOUTS
FOR ANNUAL ENTERTAINMENT

DIVERTS DEFEATS FORMUM TEAMS IN ANNUAL DEBATE

WOMEN GAIN DECISION FOR FIRST TIME IN FOUR YEARS

For the first time in four years, the Illini defeated the Forum in the annual spring debates that were held Monday night. With the coaching of Miss Jonah, the women’s club successfully met the men’s organization on the question: “Resolved, Thaticketing in the coal fields should be voluntary.” In a close majority of five to four, the Illini will be the victors.

REVIZIONS IN STAFF OF COLLEGE WEEKLY
APPROVED BY COUNCIL!

With the approval of the School Council, Paul A. Noland and George Bradley have been appointed associate editors of the EGYPTIAN for the year 1933-34. The editorial staff is highly pleased with the selection, for both the students are writers of unusual talent. Paul A. Noland, former editor of the News of the University of Missouri, has had experience on the staff of the Carbondale Community High School publications and has served on a special writer for the EGYPTIAN during the past year. Mr. Bradley, prominent for his activity in the Zetetic Society, wrote for the EGYPTIAN when he attended S. I. T. C. several years ago, and on reentering last fall, has identified himself with the paper.

ADDITION TO THE STAFF

Add to the staff of reporters and editors: William P. Land, Robert Chapman, Mr. G.-T. C., Margaret Hill, Pauline Hill, Pauline Jergen, Dorothy Warman, Jesse Wert, and Elmer Holmback. Several of them have contributed to the paper previously and a few have worked on campus publications in other connections, but for the most part they are undergraduates who have distinguished themselves in rhetorical classes.

ILLINI LAND
FOR TITLE ROLE OF CLASS PLAY

SPEAKERS SELECT AUBREY LAND

Many students report in contest for lead.

In competition with almost thirty other students, Aubrey Land was selected for the leading role of the Sorionic play, The Passing of the Third Floor Back. This entire cast, notified at a meeting of the society last Wednesday, includes:

Writer: Robert Finley Christopher
Jury Ashley Tompkins
Victor Gongco
Mr. Tomkin, Rollo Butler
Vivian
Elshie
Samuel
Stanley Bagley
Mardi
Mrs. Kite
Marguerite Lowreck
Mrs. De Hooyer
France-Phillips
Stela
Lea Wilson
Langhorn
Ness
Fader
Sherry
Aubrey Land

Although the Sorionic play carries only one-half of number of characters that the Zetetic entertain-ment does, the try-outs attracted approximately as many students as the Zetetic try-outs. The directors were somewhat uncertain because of the difficulty of the roles, but the talent of the characters selected seems to fare a successful production. Mr. Land’s theatrical appearances have not been frequent, but they have been exceptionally good, as anyone who saw “The Downfall” will remember. Aubrey Land, of course, was the only one distinguished herself in college entertainments, and Victor Golbe is the (Continued on page 7)

Annual Egyptian Banquet Closes Season of 1932-33

Twenty-three members and advisors of the EGYPTIAN staff were present at the annual banquet held last Thursday evening at the picturesque Kable Chicken Farm located between Carbondale and Murphysboro. Dean George D. Wham was a guest of the staff. In recognition of their commendable work as leaders of the publication during the past year, Miss Elma Threlk and Ray Heitman, editing editor and business manager, were each presented with a gift. This banquet, the last social gathering of the staff this year, has been immensely enjoyed by everyone present.

ART STUDENTS ENJOY WHISTLER ORIGINAL AT ST. LOUIS MUSEUM

At sixty-third Sunday morning the art department took a bus to St. Louis, Missouri. They were allowed the rare opportunity of examining the final portrait of Whistler’s MOTHERS.

The portrait is being displayed with a group of masterpieces that are to be shown at the World’s Fair in Chicago. It is, however, the only portrait of the entire collection that has been brought directly overseas from its home, the Louvre at Paris, France. The rest of the collection was gathered from various sources in the United States.

In addition to the visit at the Art Museum, the members of the art department spent some time in studying the architecture of St. Louis.

MU TAU PI PLEDGES NINE NEW MEMBERS AT WEDNESDAY MEET

The members of Mu Tau Pi entertained with a tea last Wednesday and pledged nine new members to the fraternity. The name of the pledges include those of the students who have been prominent in campus affairs the past year. They are:

George Bradley, newley elected associate editor of the EGYPTIAN; Harrison Eaton, assistant business manager of the EGYPTIAN; Margaret Hill, editor of the 1932 OBELISK; Rhoda Moe Baker, feature writer of the OBELISK; William Rushing, business manager of the EGYPTIAN; Eileen McCull, EGYPTIAN star reporter; Ella Strohm, OBELISK associate editor; Aubrey Land, OBELISK editor; and Raymond Novak, EGYPTIAN sports writer. The new members will serve a pledge term of about three months before induction into the fraternity.

Miss Esther Power will be house-mother to the members of Mu Tau Pi this after term at her apartment.

(Continued on page 6)
DISTRICT CONTEST
OF HIGH SCHOOLS
TAKES PLACE HERE

DU QUINN AND GRANITE CITY
PLACE IN DEBATES FRIDAY

The Southern District InteUctual Center of the high schools of this part of Illinois was held at this college last Friday and Saturday. Under the supervision of Miss May S. Crawford of the English department, director of the meet, fourteen schools were represented, both in group presentations and individual performances; the contests were held at Pinckneyville, Monmout City, Du Quoin, Nashville, Centralia, Carbondale, Benton, Vincennes, West Frankfort, DuBois, East St. Louis, Granite City, Woodriver, and Harrisburg.

Debating for the only activity scheduled for Friday, on which the judges were selected from the S. I. C. I., included Dr. Thal- man, Mr. Baker, Dr. Boyes, Dr. Cramme, Mr. Patave, Dr. Swarts, Mr. Ragsdale, and Mr. Nolan. In the final decision of debating, Du Quoin placed first, Woodriver and Granite City second, East St. Louis, first; Mascoutah, second; Centralia, second; Benton, first; and Vincennes, second.

The results of Saturday's contests in speech are as follows:

Dramatic Reading: Granite City, first; Du Quoin, second; judge, Mrs. O. B. Young.

Humorous Reading: West Frankfort, first; Granite City, second; judge, Dr. Thalman Keigo.

Oratorio Declamation: Du Quoin, first; East St. Louis, second; judge, Dr. F. F. Trowbridge.

Original Oratory: West Frankfort, first; Granite City, second; judge, Dr. Trowbridge.

Extemporaneous Speaking: East St. Louis, first; Mascoutah, second; judge, Mrs. Cramer.

Granite City and Du Quoin tied for first place for the school banner for high score in speech, while West Frankfort gained a second place.

Allotted as judge for the

Literary Club Prom
Brilliant Function of Spring Season

CARL GOWER

The annual spring prom of the Zeta-letic Literary Society, for several years one of the most brillian social functions of the season, was held last Friday night at the Midland Country Club. Carl Gower, chairman of the dance committee, who was assisted by Marjorie Brown, and Carol Ruth Bowman, succeeded in making the dance one of the most successful of all time. There were over twenty couples in attendance. The program given at the meeting of the society included the following: a talk by Gasaway Benson on the Abbey Players, a cello solo by Margaret Wissell, and a reading by Marjorie Brown.

Wendell Row and Huesting
Visit Texas as W.A.A. Delegates

Two members of the Women's Athletic Association were sent last week as delegates of this organization to the Athletic Conference of American College Women, which was held in Austin, Texas, April 17-20. The delegates were Anna Row of Lin- ington, frehman; and Virginia Hues- ting of Belleville, sophomore. The A.C.W.A. is the delegate organization of all colleges; W. A. A's. and the convention is held every three years. W. A. A. here has been represented at the last two of these conventions, having sent four girls to the one in one An- Arker, Michigan, in 1930. A report of the convention will be given by the delegates at a meeting of W. A. A. which will be held in the women's gymnasium.

Commerce Club
Choo
er Leader
as New President

The Commerce Club held an elec- tion of officers at its regular meeting this week. The new branch include Leon Lauder, president; Irene Graham, vice president; Mrs. F. Wissell, secretary; Frank- nin Flaster, treasurer. Ruth Moss will serve as chairman of the social com- mittee, and Frank Loser as chairman of the athletic committee. Dr. J. T. Anson will serve as secretary of the society.

The music was furnished by Oral Harris and his orchestra. The dance was entirely invitational, and about twenty couples were present.

The program given at the last meeting of the society included the following:

Baritone Solo: Benton, first; Cen- tralia, second; judge, Mr. Calhoun of Carbondale Christian High School.
Foundation Solo: West Frankfort, first; Centralia, second; judge, Mr. Calhoun.
Foundation Solo: Centralia, first; Frankfort, second; judge, Mr. Calhoun.
Foundation Solo: Centralia, first; West Frankfort, second; judge, Mr. Calhoun.

MRS. DOROTHY MUZZEY
To Speak at National Convention Today

Important recognition and honor was given to Mrs. Dorothy M. Muzzy- ey of the Woman's Physical Education department when she was asked to speak at the convention of the Na- tional Physical Education Association this year. This convention probably the most important of the program of the A.C.W.A. is an annual event in the W. A. A. yearly program. This year June 25, Mrs. Muzzyey's address was delivered before a small rooming session of the convention held in the afternoon. The program was held in the woman's gymnasium.

Mrs. Muzzyey's address will be de- livered before a small rooming session of the convention, held on Thursday. The program was held in the woman's gymnasium.

Worship Program
Given at Meeting

Has Japanese Basis

A worship program planned by Lois Davidson was given last night at the regular meeting of Y. W. C. A. The works of Kagawa, the Japanese philosopher, served as the theme of the meeting. The Y. W. C. A. room was appropriately decorated in Japanese style.

The EGYPTIAN requests that any articles sent be for the EGYPTIAN. All articles should be for the EGYPTIAN.

The Egyptian requests that any articles sent be for the EGYPTIAN. All articles should be for the EGYPTIAN.

AIMED TO SURROUND

 rows of the EGYPTIAN. All articles should be for the EGYPTIAN.
Norman Lovellette

Shaprs and Flats

Some things are much talked about and some little. It is our business as columnists to find, buy, or come by such information as will make the column weekly complete as a "newsw sheet.

Recently we purchased at a heavy price some records from one of the stations as an experiment. This record, although of doubtful versatility, is very interesting.

It seems that some time a few weeks ago on a recording (the records say) there was stolen from the door of the Delta Sig sorority house, the grainy simple plate with its three Greek letters was immediately and very greatly missed, but all clues led in the search for it. Last night, however, communications were established with the bold fellows who gave the conditions with which the name plate would be returned.

They sent the letters exactly as kidnappers send notes demanding ransom, and they very carefully observed all the ethics in this. All correspondence was signed by "The Unshy Three." The stipulated terms were very exact.

Moreover, if the demands had not been fulfilled to the letter, the name plate would have been destroyed.

(Vv. the builders required that "ten fair and virginal maidens" be sent to a certain destitute place where they would be married to the "sons of wealth who are of the tribe of being of soundly kissed by all of the "Unshy Three." The place and persons were appointed. That and only this would bring back the stolen name plate.

So one night the appointed ten set out. In the morning amid was the anticipatory farewells and lamentations from the solacing sorority sisters. Somewhere that mysterious night the ransom was paid in full to the "Unshy Three" (who turned out to be five).

And the girls came home with the plate.

Nothing else remains to be told except the names of the girls, the membership of the organization call ed "The Unshy Three," and the highly humorous accounts of the bravery of the Delta Sig girls when it came their turn to face the test. But that is entirely too detailed.

And now in the annals of S. I. T. C. history let there be forever en privalved the words: "I am glad that I have "the keys to look for my secret ity."

Now we see that the Tri Sigs have gone in for landscape gardening. Either o r they have started a nursery or a Christmas tree farm. Or they have bought a "house-beautiful" mood and the spring planting is expression of this bit of women's perennial passion.

The football games we stood on the sidelines our basketball game we sat on the hard seats and leaned back on imagination or our basketball getting into the track meets it is one man for himself and may the biggest and speed test win. Oh, it is great fun to run from one event to track another. How the "call for the javelin" starts a mob of hard tramping fans on maze across the track. "And how the "call for the jump" starts the stampede in the opposite direction, and we to him who is caught unawares and mid-field during the rush. And after it is done and B. I. C. T. C. has won by an uninteresting score we pause to reflect on our narrow losses and ruefully rub our elbow-gouged sides, and wonder why we didn't stay home to study something.

A study of the tendencies in high school journalism in the state of Illinois has been selected by Norman Lovellette, graduate of the University of Illinois, as the thesis subject for his Master's degree. Mr. Lovellette will graduate from S. I. T. C. last June is now enrolled in the graduate school at the University of Illinois. He hopes to return to teaching in education sometime in June.

As a basis for his study, Mr. Lovellette investigated more than 1250 high school newspapers published public high schools throughout the state of Illinois. In making the studies relatively, there sent many every phase of the newspaper from the printing to the editorial writ ing.

Mr. Lovellette discovered that humor and sports constitute seventy per cent of the average high school paper, ranging from 300 to 1200, co eded ten per cent of the entire make up. As for editors, Mr. Lovellette found them awfully tried. Most Christmas, Thanksgiving keeping the campus clean, and other com positions subjectively divided.

"I also discovered that alumni notes are very small, making up less than one per cent of the total news."

Because of Mr. Lovellette's previous experience with journalistic projects, his interest in his thesis is without question. He stated that his affiliation with the EGYPTIAN was extremely valuable. "My experience in the newspaper business and cooperation in this work—a standard by which I could judge all high school papers, especially of the latter Chi cago, was Mr. Lovellette.

1931 Obelisk Ready for Distribution on May 15—Says Editor

According to an announcement from the staff of the Obelisk, the Obelisk is ready for distribution about April 15.

Contrary to an earlier report, the theme of the annual will be student life. There are to be four main divi sions in addition to the opening section. Under the four large sections there will be fourteen sub-divisions with every member of college life included in these divisions.

It is thought that the 1931 Obelisk will be approximately the same size as the 1930 Obelisk but it will be much more compact.

Margaret Hill and Edward Carl sides are editor and busi ness manager.

The engraving and printing of the annual are being done by the Indianapolis Engraving Company, Indianapolis Indiana, and the Harvard Printing Company, Springfield, Illinois.

Yale University's Graduate Place ment Bureau, after making a survey of the graduates of many classes reveals no one is eligible in the large list for college students to go in for extra-curricular work. The students have been warned at least eight, as "crack" the books.

An interesting reporter at Mac order, St. Paul, Minn., has figured out that students at that state college are about 1,392,460 hours in a year in classes and quizzes.

What Do You Think?

Last Saturday the campus of S. I. T. C. was swimming with high school students from various parts of the state. High school students from Fillmore County, a announcing, "What do you think of this college?"

Charles Wilson (Centralia): "I think it's quite nice. It has a pretty campus and it's quite convenient. But they have awfully cold water in the swimming pool. I think the pool is swell and I'd like to go swimming in it."

Navaska Blevin (Avon): "I think the college is very well equipped.

Elmo Bradley (Campbell Hill): "I think it's fairly good, the surroundings are fairly nice and the buildings are pretty nice."

Lora Hord (Carlyle): "I think it's good. I'm coming down here next year."

Bill Lottas (Mounts City): "I think they ought to allow smoking on the campus. It's quite a few necessary literary halls, though."

May Fete Will Not Take Place This Year

The annual May Festival held on campus this year will not take place this year according to a statement given by the Women's Physical Education depart ment. As a result the women's physical education students will miss one of the most colorful events of the year program of features.

This festival has been customarily held on the campus behind the gymnasium and has included in its program as many as three or four hours of musical performances by girls from the Physical Education classes. It was chiefly of a musical nature and outgoing naturally consisting of many varied moods and types usually all the way from clown ox or dance to interpretively.

Fairly big bands were held led by the orchestra of the musicals. The musicals are the only things which have ever been done so far, but even the annual musicals are sponsored by the graduate students, and often are sponsored by the graduate students, and often

APPROACH OF THE TIMES

DO YOU KNOW

That the group of engineers who for the past year and a half have been building the North American at Columbia University allow only eighteen months for the present time to exist? And that while this startling prediction seems to cause little alarm, if the astronomers were to make a similar prediction, a year or two years to occur, the effect would be obvious and hence, we should all probably be sub averted.

That automatic machinery seems to be the root of the present evil.

That employment reached its peak in 1928, and has been in decline since then, the peak in 1929—two facts that mark the road to the end of things as they were known.

That technology has increased 8,000 commodities, and all the others results or less parallel this example, and a great many of these goods will be produced in such minute quantities it will be impossible to do.

G. J. Walker, Cl. Co.

SPONSOR SERVICE STATION

Bess Hallagan Writes of Experiences on Trip to South America

Miss Gladys P. Williams is in re turn from South America, where she is teaching in the Cranford Institute for Girls. Miss Hallagan, having visited Brazil, Argentine and Uruguay in February. On the trip south, she stopped at Rio, and to quires from the letter, she states. "Our first stop was Rio—I had a wonderful day there. Two Britshh who have lived in South America for sev eral years knew me everywhere. They knew the city—I even got to go to the top of the famous Sugar Loaf in a car."

According to Miss Hallagan there are six teachers from the States while the lower grades are taught by national teachers under supervision. "The national teachers are girls who are graduates of Cranond o—most of them are English-Uruguayan.

Although Miss Hallagan had received her appointment to the South American school last year, she was unable to leave until this year because of poor health.

Students, Faculty to Play With Town Baseball Team

Several faculty members and one or two of the students are going to play baseball with the Van Yatta Area of Carbonille this season. Dr. E. H. Van Natta, who has the reputation of being an excellent first baseman, will be supported by Mr. Vincent Di Giovanni at third base, while Louis Bertoni, student athlete, will play at second base.

Dr. C. H. Cramer, who plays both field and pitcher with the line-up, along with Dan Foley, a graduate of college.

Describe the fact that bad weather has that Ter interfered with practice, the team will probably be ready to meet strong competition by May 1.

The Van Yatta Area is sponsored by Carbonille merchants and the Coca-Cola Company.

Bess Hallagan Writes of Experiences on Trip to South America

College Band Practices for Annual Spring Concert

Mr. Wendell Margrave and his band are now looking forward to the spring band concerts when the full time of the concert is the Monday of commencement week, but at the present time the date for the spring festival has not been definitely decided.

Mr. Margrave has not definitely ar ranged the program but he states that it will contain a few of the compositions by the famous composer, Wagner.

Annuals usually have pictures of the ten most popular coeds. However, the University of Kentucky has a brand new one. They will publish the pictures of the ten most popular professors.

THE TIMES

FIVE SHOES

J. V. Walker Cl. Co.

SPONSOR SERVICE STATION

RED CROWN and Red Crown Ethyl Gasoline, Inc.-Vis and Values Motor Oil—S. E. Corner 3d Ave. & Walnut—Carbondale, Illinois.

TELEPHONE 224
Concerning Policy

That we, as the incoming editorial staff, shall do our best to maintain the standards the Egyptian has reached during the past year is not at all unnecessary. This year has been more efficient, the paper more interesting, and the writing more fluent than they have ever been previously. The weekly was absolutely a student journal, and it was progressive in its collegiate policies as well as in its journalism.

Intend to continue the same policy, and with the advantage of time to develop further the best aspects of the paper. We shall aim to make the Egyptian a vital factor in every student's college experience by carrying news of varied activities and by publishing contributions of personal opinion. We shall generally support all collegiate events in the main, and we will not be precociously submissive of them as past performances.

Journalistically, we shall attempt to recognize the best talent among students and thus to produce a paper worthy of the establishment. A solution of our old problem is found, the Egyptian must depend on thoughtfulness and pride of the students to make the delivery of an orderly paper.

Remember Your Suggestion

Last week the Egyptian put to a practical test the suggestions that have been made as to the distribution of the paper at different points in the Main building. It was found that such practices only serve to complicate the difficulties, because students are not observing enough to recognize a change.

The difficulties in distribution arise from congestion created by students' confusion and the old solution. A group of students, the Egyptian, must depend on thoughtfulness and pride of the students to make the delivery of an orderly paper.

Practice Teaching and Jobs

Recently the Department of Practice Teaching has emphasized, in less public connections, the advantage of completing one's practice before one's last term in school. Technically students are expected to take all their practice work in their final year, but besides adding to the general rash of their finishing year, this procedure works a hardship on those who expect to find positions.

In recommending students for teaching positions, the practice classes make consistent use of the practice records, and high school principals and superintendents naturally take them as criteria of the applicants' abilities. It is a general occurrence that one does his best practice teaching in his last term, and if his third term of practice is also his last complete term in school, his record does not show his accomplishments. It logically follows, then, that material advantages one should begin his practice in his junior year.
SOUTHERN GAINS
AN EASY VICTORY
OVER CAPE TEAM
S. I. T. C. RUNS HIGH SCORE
IN FIRST HOME
MEET

The Carbondale Teachers won an unexpectedly easy victory over the Cape Girardeau Teachers last Wednesday, 96-35, in the first home meet this season.

With Pierce out of the broad jump, it was expected that the Indians would stay within striking distance throughout the meet, but several upsets occurred. Nien- man, Cape's discus thrower, in the 100 yard dash and tossed out Hube- bart of Cape in the 220 low hurdles. The discus team event to win first place. Stot- ter surprised everyone by broad jumping 21 feet 11 1/2 inches to equal- len out of first place by 9 1/2 inch.

The dual meet records for Cape and Carbondale took a tumble. Two of the new records were better than the St. Louis College records.

Harry Bauder has put the shot a mile in all-time mark in a dual year. Bauder's performance will remain broken.

Brown took the javelin at 181 feet der way. He got his best heave of 42 feet 11 inches. He also tied with Wright and McLaughlin for 100 yard mark. Captain David- son has not yet hit his stride, but will give the best of them competition in the 440 yard this season. "Paul" Smith has been throwing the javelin for Coach Lingle for three seasons. He also has always been a consistent point getter and usually places second to "Hippo" Brown. Bauder, Brown, and Bauder attended the Kansas relays last Friday and Saturday.

Baseball Leagues
Begin Season of Intramural Games

Last week the Southern Teachers intramural baseball season got under way. The twelve teams com- peting are divided into two leagues, the American and the National. James Felch is the season's tournament. The teams in the leagues are: the American League: 1, Dirty Dosen; 2, Gre- bound: 3, Chi Delta Chi; 4, Sport- Sigma Phi Mu; 6, Ross' Tackle; 7, T. N. T.; 8, Chi Sigma; 9, Flying Dutchmen; 10, Chi Delta Chi (team B); 11, Kappa Sigma; 12, House of Rose.

The season's schedule is as follows:
April 24-28: 6 vs. 4; 2 vs. 6; 3 vs. 1.
May 8-22: 2 vs. 3; 1 vs. 4; 2 vs. 6; 3 vs. 1. May 16-22: 3 vs. 6; 6 vs. 1; 4 vs. 2; 1 vs. 3.
May 22-26: Second place in the American League vs. second place in the National League—Monday.
First place in the American League vs. first place in the National League—Tuesday.

Brown, Carbondale, second; Tinien, Cape, third. Distance 45 feet 11 inches.
100 yard dash: Devor, Carbondale, first; Pierce, Carbondale, second; Nien- man, Cape, third. Time 10.9.
120 high hurdles: Hubbard, Cape, first; Titten, Carbondale, second; Reed, Carbondale, third. Time 18.3.
Pole Vaulter: Tullis and Stan- ley, Carbondale tied for first; Henry, Carbondale and Stenneson, Cape, tied for third. Height, 10 feet.
800 yard dash: Lemons, Carbondale, first; Titten, Carbondale, second; Devor, Carbondale, third. Time 2:08.2.
440 yard dash: Bauder, Carbondale, first; Bauder, Carbondale, second.

S. I. T. C. TENNIS SEASON OPENS
WITH CAPE MATCH PLANNED

The tennis season for S. I. T. C. has officially opened with Stephens and Springer, last year's Little Nine- ters champions, back again to represent this college. They were supported by Hix, Myers, Farlow, and Syf- tert.

The players have been training under the coaching of Captain Stephens. Although bad weather has interfered with their practice, the outlook is promising for a good strong group of returnees. The schedule has not been definitely ar- ranged, but the first match was listed with Cape Girardeau yesterday afternoon.

Reeve's Grocery
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
Strawberry, Raspberry, and Cherry Preserves
Apple Butter
Vegetable Boiled Dinner, No. 2 Can
Nut Pudding
Early June Figs, No. 2 Can
Turnip Greens, No. 2 Can
Beaches, No. 1 Can
Pack Coblets, small, lemon and tender per lb

Zwick's
LADIES' STORE
"Store of Personal Service"

KUEHLE CHICKEN FARM
"We Serve Good Things to Eat"
Two Miles South of the Egg Laying Contest on the Murphysboro Road
Phone Murphysboro 3600-1-2
Coach Announces Football Schedule for Next Season

Captain McCraw has announced the football schedule for next season. Four of the nine games scheduled will be played on the local field, and two will be flood-light games. Carbondale will meet DeKalb and Macomb, the two most northernly of the teachers colleges on its home field. In last year's encounter the local teachers managed to hold DeKalb to a draw at 9. The Maroons have not met Macomb within the last few years. The annual Homecoming game will be played against Shurtleff November 4.

The result of a recent survey has revealed that more than 1200 students at Yale University work their way through school, in whole or in part.

A Double Gift for Mother

Delicatessen Oxen showered for everyone, with a huge Core Now every carton $5.00 worth

Gales Mother's Day Package

one $1.50 two $2.50

HEWITT'S Drug Store

SAVE with SAFETY at the Rexall DRUG STORE

Lost and Found

Marvin Carleton lost an Illinois watch, in a yellow case, last week. The finder will please return it to the president's office.

Last Thursday Fred Hallagan lost a loose-leaf notebook containing notes from a history course. A few days before he lost The Story of My Life by Clarence Darrow, a book belonging to the city library. Finders of these articles are asked to return them to Mr. Hallagan.

Continuing from Page 1

The Maroons hold nine records out of a possible fifteen in track meets which have been held with Cape Girardeau in the past seven years of track competition between the two teachers' colleges. In a recent meet the Indians made records in three events to climb nearer the Maroons in all-time records held.

Lost and Found

Marvin Carleton lost an Illinois watch, in a yellow case, last week. The finder will please return it to the president's office.

Last Thursday Fred Hallagan lost a loose-leaf notebook containing notes from a history course. A few days before he lost The Story of My Life by Clarence Darrow, a book belonging to the city library. Finders of these articles are asked to return them to Mr. Hallagan.

A Schaeffer's fountain pen, in black and green, was lost by Katrina Conley last Wednesday near the tennis courts. The finder is requested to return the pen to the president's office.

FOUND

A pair of brown cloth gloves was turned in to the president's office April 17. Miss Listoninger found a green Parker pencil April 20. The loss may call for it at the president's office.

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
Hello Everybody! Look what we have!
A Big Special for Thursday
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
30c
DRINK AND DESSERT INCLUDED

THE UNIVERSITY CAFE
SERVICE - PRICE - QUALITY

ZETETIC SOCIETY HOLDS TRYOUTS FOR ANNUAL ENTERTAINMENT
(Continued from Page One)

I. T. C. production previous important roles are presently filled. Marc Green, Harold Bult, Jane Godfrey, and Louis Wheaton are so definitely parts of campus theatricals that attention hardly needs to be called to their prominence. Bill Adams and Bob Welker, last appeared in Outward Bound, but their activities throughout the year have been related to dramatics, and Marian Dill is widely known for her talent in that line. Certainly the personnel of the cast indicates a superior performance for the Zetetic Society this spring.

SOCRATES SELECT ABBEY LAND FOR TITLE ROLE OF CLASSIC PLAY
(Continued from Page 1)

Quite familiar to S. I. T. C. audiences, others of the cast are appearing for the first time in a spring play, but their activity and capability in other affairs indicates an adequate performance in this classic. The Passing of the Third Floor Back.

High School Team Received Letters for Basketball

Basketball letters for efficient work on the University High School team were awarded to the following players: Howard Rossay, Virgil White, Bert Hickman, Merle Hickman, Edward Hall, Clarence Logan, and William Etherton.

In addition to these awards, Harold Jones received a letter for his work as manager of the team. Clarence Stephens of 8. I. T. C. was the coach during the past season.

Carson Visits School
Miss Clara Carson, substitute teacher at Herrin High School, visited in the Social Science department of University High School on Friday, April 14. Miss Carson was graduated from S. I. T. C. last year.

Miss Wells, English critic of U. R. S. has resumed teaching after an absence occasioned by illness.

Girls Plan Gym Class
A movement has been started by several sophomores, Juniors, and seniors girls of University High School to arrange for a girls' gymnasium class. Thus far no definite plan has been made for an instructor for this class period.

Delta Sigma Epsilon
Virginia Chapman of Herrin and Julia Jackson of Vienna spent Saturday in St. Louis.

A committee was appointed Monday night to nominate officers for the coming year. The election will be held soon.

The following girls spent the week end at their respective homes: Rita Braun and Margaret Husek, Bella- ville; Ida Kell, Benton; Betty McElhaney, Du Quoin; Lucile Christiansen, Pinckneyville, and Mary Eleanor Helm, Benton.

Florence Young, Stinson, was a week end guest at the chapter house.

Margaret Greiner, Virginia Scott, and Elouise Wright, Murphyborough, spent Saturday night and Sunday at the sorority house.